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Warm-up Chat
Do you have a designated health 
care proxy? 



Warm-up Chat
Have you talked to them recently?
Do they know what matters to you 
to be able to make decisions on 
your behalf?



https://theconversationproject.org/nhdd

https://theconversationproject.org/nhdd


Helping People Share 
Their Wishes for Care 

Through the End Of Life.



Free Resources
Resources for individuals
• Conversation Starter Guides, a Workbook for people with 

serious illness
o Multiple languages & audio versions

• Guest blogs & stories
• Articles, videos

Guides and resources for engaging with your community
• Recorded trainings and orientation
• Resource compilations
• Ready-made event materials



Our Website



APRIL 16th

• NHDD exists to inspire, educate and empower the public and providers about the 
importance of advanced care planning

• Dedicated day (week, month) to encourage people to talk about what matters 
and express wishes with those who matter 

• Individuals, organizations, collaborations (health care, community-based 
organizations, faith communities, professional services, etc.)



Chat

Share what you’ve done for NHDD or are 
thinking about doing for NHDD.



NHDD Ideas
• Share the link to nhdd.org on your website
• Send an email blast with resources
• Share posts on social media, TikTok video
• Send out a press release to local media, radio spots
• Share resources in a newsletter
• Set up a table in the lobby 
• Host a brown bag lunch, movie screening
• Piggyback to existing activity/theme in the community (e.g., 

grand rounds, key faith dates, wellness programs)
• Co-lead a campaign – billboard, before I die…wall  



Follow Along and Simply Reshare

TCP’s NHDD 2023 Theme:

Talk About It

@convoproject

convoproject

The Conversation Project

Sign up for our newsletter



Sources for More Ideas

• Suggested activities, specific 
examples/case studies 

• Communications materials, media 
outreach, etc.

• NHDD Toolkit



Resources



Leaving in Action
• Think about and do this yourself!

Complete the Conversation Starter Guide
Pick your person, and start the conversation with someone who may speak 

on your behalf
Document your proxy and wishes

• Bring the NHDD/What Matters to Me concept back to your 
organization/community 



Patty Webster
pwebster@ihi.org
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Creating Hope:
Helping Patients Think About 

Their Goals



Giving Hope as an Outcome



Hope is 
the thing with 
feathers that 
perches on the 
soul 
E M I L Y  D I C K I N S O N



Hope is 
the belief that 
chances for a 
positive future 
could be better 
than expected.
D E I R D R E  M Y L O D



First, you hope to be healthy forever

Then, for a cure when things pop up

Then if there is no cure, you hope for 
as much good time free of suffering as 
possible

Then, you hope for freedom from 
suffering

And then, at some point, you hope for 
a dignified death

T H O M A S  L E E



• Involves a combination of the desire for something and the 
expectation of receiving it (Wikipedia)

o Achieving a Positive Future: A belief that something you 
want will happen (Oxford)

o Avoiding a Negative Future: An assumed certainty that 
a dreaded possibility will not occur (Korner, 1970)

Written in the Present – Referring to the Future

How I feel Now about the Future – What Does the ‘Possible World’ Look like

GOAL



I have the Will (Agency) and Way (Pathways) to achieve my goal.

Snyder’s Original Hope Theory Model 
(focus on self)

WILL PATH GOAL

I can think of many ways to get out of a jam.
Even when others get discouraged, I know I 

can find a way to solve the problem. 

I energetically pursue my goals
I meet the goals I set for myself



My care team has the Will, Skill and Path to help me achieve my goal.

Acknowledging the Role of Other in Creating 
Hope

WILL PATH GOAL

You know what steps we should take
You’ve helped others take these 

steps

You want to help me           You know how to help me

SKILL



What Reduces Hope What Increases Hope

Goal Denial:
New evidence goal is less likely (or not possible) to 
be achieved.
Perseveration on unattainable goal without 
looking to other meaningful positive future 
outcomes.

Goal Modification:
Individual modifies goal to one that is more 
attainable but still meaningful.
External entity assists in clarifying or modifying 
goal.

Decrease in Pathways:
Encountering barriers to intended pathways.
New evidence that pathway may not succeed.
Withdrawal of pathway eligibility.
Experience of dead-end – no additional 
pathways for current goal without suggestion to 
modify the goal.

Increase in Pathways:
Demonstrate ability to:
• find/create pathways to a positive future that 

includes existing goal
• find/create pathways to a positive future that 

includes a new meaningful goal.

Decrease in Agency:
Decrease in personal motivation to pursue goal.
Decrease in others’ support in pursuing goal.
Decrease in own competence to achieve goal.
Decrease in others’ competence to achieve 
goal.

Increase in Agency:
Demonstrate ability of individual to be successful 
in achieving goal (will and skill).
Demonstrate ability of external entity (science, 
community, colleagues, others…) to be 
successful in making your goal attainable.

Impacting Hope



• Initial belief in the likelihood of a 
positive future

• New information coming from Other
o Will + Skill + Path

• New belief in the likelihood of a positive 
future

• Hope is the Delta, the change or lift in 
confidence in a positive future

Quantifying Hope in a New Way

Hope: I believe the chances of a 
positive future could be higher than 

originally expected/predicted.

Outcome of Hope
(Delta)



30

Creating Hope is the Process of Making the Future 
Look Brighter Than One Thought It Could Be



WILL SKILL PATH



Hope is Already Tied to Care Activities
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